Strings for CLASSICAL GUITARS

**Trebles : ALLIANCE FLUORO CARBON**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal Tension</th>
<th>High Tension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALLIANCE FLUORO CARBON Trebles + CANTIGA Basses</td>
<td>ALLIANCE FLUORO CARBON Trebles + CANTIGA Basses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLIANCE FLUORO CARBON Trebles + CANTIGA Basses</td>
<td>ALLIANCE FLUORO CARBON Trebles + CANTIGA Basses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nylon trebles : NEW CRISTAL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal Tension</th>
<th>High Tension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALLIANCE FLUORO CARBON Trebles + CANTIGA Basses</td>
<td>ALLIANCE FLUORO CARBON Trebles + CANTIGA Basses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLIANCE FLUORO CARBON Trebles + CANTIGA Basses</td>
<td>ALLIANCE FLUORO CARBON Trebles + CANTIGA Basses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CANTIGA BASSES**

The core made of a very new material with new characteristics, gives cantaiga basses new quality of sound, new harmonics spectrum. Touch, feeling, are new playing sensations. Savarez exclusivity.

**CORUM BASSES**

The only strings particularly flexible offering outstanding nuances and colours of sounds, fast and precise response like a stiffer string rich overtones. Authorise infinity of nuances and colours and remain clear on very high positions.

**HT CLASSIC BASSES**

Stiffer string wound on nylon; they offer consistant resistance under fingers for a fast response and an easy control. Brilliant and powerful sound.

**ALLIANCE - NEW CRISTAL Mix**

Combination of the advantages of E1 and B2 NEW CRYSTAL plain nylon strings and with G3 ALLIANCE «carbon».

**TRADITIONAL SETS**

Rectified nylon trebles with traditional basses.

**UKULELE SETS**

ALLIANCE Fluoro Carbon strings

Advantages of composite:
- More projection and reactivity
- Large spectrum of harmonic
- More expressivity and power.

**Flamenco Tomatito**

Trebles are a combination of NEW CRYSTAL clear nylon (E1, B) and G3 ALLIANCE.

Basses: silver plated wound on a specific multifilament core designed by Tomatito himself.
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**PRODIGE**

FOR FRACTIONAL SIZE GUITARS
Vibrating length from 38 to 55 cm and 58 to 64 cm

38/55 cm - PRODIGE BASS
ALLIANCE trebles
NYLON trebles

58/64 cm - PRODIGE BASS
ALLIANCE trebles
NYLON trebles

58 cm G.3 WOUND
ALLIANCE trebles
NYLON trebles

**ENSEMBLE GUITARS**

Savarez sets for: soprano guitar, alto guitar, quint bass 6-string guitar, Quint bass 7-string guitar, Terz guitar, Standard prime guitar, bass 6-string, Contrabass 6-string guitar, Bass 4-string guitar, Guitarron...

**SAVAREZ NAIL KIT**

To repair, lengthen and reinforce the nails.

Band of self-adhesive silk and special resin allowing easy spreading and impregnation, and quick drying.
1 layer of silk: repair
2 layers of silk: natural nail
3 layers of silk: reinforced nail.
The very special, a SAVAREZ exclusivity, is organically compatible.

**MICROFIBER CARE CLOTH**

Highest microfiber quality

Absorbs very effectively the dust. Designed to respect the finest varnishes without any chemical impregnation.
Savarez customises your microfiber adding your logo.

**STRINGS FOR 7-STRING TO 13-STRING GUITARS**

7 strings are available for the convenience of every guitarist.
For example, the string n°8 may be used on the 7th position.
Theoretical tuning: N°7=D, N°8=C, N°9=B, etc.
The string can be tuned differently according to the tension required.

**PLASTIC WOUND TREBLE STRINGS**
The 3 treble strings are also available in plastic wound string made with multifilament nylon. They offer a quality of sound and play very different, which makes an excellent choice for musicians looking for a different style.
Following strings are included in sets:
520P1: 511R - 528R - 529R
520P: 511R - 528R - 529R
520P3: 511R - 528R - 529R

**SAVAREZ NAIL KIT**

KITS1

Band of self-adhesive silk and special resin allowing easy spreading and impregnation, and quick drying.
1 layer of silk: repair
2 layers of silk: natural nail
3 layers of silk: reinforced nail.
The very special, a SAVAREZ exclusivity, is organically compatible.

**MICROFIBER CARE CLOTH**

Highest microfiber quality

Absorbs very effectively the dust. Designed to respect the finest varnishes without any chemical impregnation.
Savarez customises your microfiber adding your logo.